
Record Voice-over Narration 
in PowerPoint 



Before You Begin 

• You can't record narration in PowerPoint for the web. Use a desktop version of 
PowerPoint to record your narration.

• You’ll need a microphone attached to, or built into, your computer. For higher 
quality, use an external microphone.

• Test the microphone to make sure it is working. Set the sound level so your audio is 
easy to hear.

• Prepare yourself for narration. Write a script in the notes so you can follow while 
recording the voice-over. 

• Practice the presentation a couple of time so your voice-over will sound smooth.

• Decide whether to record the voice-over one slide at a time or record a voice-over 
for the entire presentation in one go.



How to Record a Voice-over for a Single Slide



Step 1:

Step 2:

Record Voice-over for Single Slide

Select the slide 
where you want 
to add the 
narration, then 
go to Insert > 
Audio > Record 
Audio.

Type a name for 
the voiceover 
narration.



Record Voice-over for Single Slide

Step 3:

Step 4:

Select Record 

Begin 
narration. 
Select stop 
when you’re 
finished 
recording.



Step 5:

Record Voice-over for Single Slide

Select play to 
listen to your 
recording.

Step 6:
Select OK if 
you’re 
satisfied with 
the recording.



Record Voice-over for Single Slide

The Record Sound dialog box disappears, and a speaker indicating sound will 

appear in the center of the slide. You can move, adjust and edit the size of the 

speaker icon to anywhere in your slide. 



Record Voice-over for Single Slide

To review the recording, click that sound indicator and then select Play to hear 

your recording. When you're finished, click anywhere outside the playback 

controls to accept the recording.



How to Record a Voice-over for 
an Entire Presentation

PowerPoint doesn't record audio during transitions between slides, don't speak

while advancing the slide. Also, include a brief buffer of silence at the beginning

and the end of each slide to make the transitions smooth and ensure that you

don't cut off audible narration while transitioning from one slide to the next.



Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

Step 1:
Select Slide 
Show. 
Then, select the 
first slide in the 
presentation 
where you want 
to record audio.

Step 2:
Select Slide 
Show > Record 
Slide Show > 
Record from 
Current Slide.



Step 3:

Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

Keep the 
checkmark on 
Play Narrations, 
Use Timings and 
Show Media 
Controls.

When recording, PowerPoint automatically tracks the timing of slide changes and any 

animations that occur.



Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

Step 4:
Access your 
narration 
notes/script by 
selecting the arrow 
down icon.



Step 5:

Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

Select record. A 
countdown 
from 3-1 will 
pop up. Begin 
narration after 
the countdown.



Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

Step 6:
Select Pause to 
temporarily stop 
the recording if 
you need a break.



Step 8:

Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

If you made a 
mistake and want 
to start over, 
select Clear > 
Clear Recordings.  

Step 7:
Select stop when 
you’re done 
recording, select 
play to listen to 
your recording.



Step 9:

Record Voice-over for Entire Presentation

When you’ve 
finished recording a 
slide, select the 
Advance button to 
advance to the next 
slide or press the 
spacebar on your 
keyboard.

When you’re done recording your narration for the entire presentation, select 

stop and close the recording window to return to the presentation.



Turn Voice-over Off

If you don’t want to hear your narrations when playing a slideshow, but want to 

keep the narrations with the slide, turn voiceover off.  To turn voiceover off, 

select Slide Show and click to deselect the Play Narrations checkbox.



Delete a Voice-over

To delete the audio on a single slide:
• Find and select the recording on that slide, then press the Delete key.

To delete the voice-over from all the slides in a presentation:

1. Select Slide Show

2. Select the down arrow to open the Record Slide Show menu.

3. Select Clear Narration on All Slides.



Prevent Your Recorded Narration from Being Lost

• When using the “Record Slide Show” feature on an older PowerPoint file that uses the 

previous extension .ppt, be sure to save it as a .pptx instead. 

• The old .ppt format does not allow embedded sound, so unfortunately it will not save the 

audio recordings you just put time and energy into creating. 

• By default, the older PowerPoint file will continue saving as .ppt (unless you choose to save it 

as .pptx) and although the recorded audio appears to work fine in the file, it will be lost once 

the file is closed. 

• The sound icon will simply be an image and have no audio attached to it. Unfortunately, 

there does not appear to be a way to retrieve the audio once this has happened.



• When using the “Record Slide Show” feature on a pre-existing PowerPoint file, go to File, 

then Save As and ensure the file type selected is .pptx. If it is not already a .pptx file, 

select this option from the drop-down list and click Save.

• Or you can save as PowerPoint show .ppsx your recording will automatically start playing 

when a student opens it.

• If you would like to save the .pptx as a PDF you will need to use PPT to PDF converter 

similar to this one: https://pdfdoctor.com/ppt-to-pdf for the audio to be embed into the 

PDF file.

Saving a Narrated PowerPoint

https://pdfdoctor.com/ppt-to-pdf


Export Your PowerPoint as a Video
To ensure students can view and hear your recorded presentation properly, it is 

recommended that you export your PowerPoint recording as a video. There have been 

some issues with students not being able to hear recorded PPT audio when the .pptx file is 

posted in Blackboard.

To export your PowerPoint recording as a video, see the steps below based on your 

operating system:

• Windows: File > Export > MPEG4. Then click Save.

• Mac: File > Export. Select MP4 from the File Format drop-down list. Then click Export.

You will now have a video file of your PowerPoint recording saved to your computer.



Captions and Subtitles 

The subtitle/caption feature within PowerPoint is intended for live 

presentations. When using the “Record Slide Show” feature, these subtitles 

will not be captured. Captioning your recording will happen separately from 

PowerPoint – this is done once the video has been uploaded to TechSmith, 

Snagit or YouTube.


